23 July 2018
OCA-MCADC/ 18th Asian Games 2018

Message from Chairman, OCA Medical Committee and Anti-Doping Commission

**Amended Guidelines for Submitting Athletes Whereabouts Information during 18th Asian Games**

**Jakarta, Palembang - Indonesia**

(18 August - 2 September 2018)

To All Asian NOC’s (for attention of CDM and other appropriate persons)

The Olympic Council of Asia look forward to implement an efficient and effective Doping Control program to preserve the rights of clean athletes to compete in a healthy and clean environment during the Jakarta & Palembang Asian Games 2018; and thus the OCA will require the assistance of NOCs in this process.

We kindly request NOCs their cooperation and assistant to locate all athletes, i.e. all athletes currently in a Registered Testing Pool (RTP) and those who are not part of RTP, through accurate Whereabouts template and rooming lists (Please find the attached template) for those living in the Athlete Village and addresses for those living outside. The information needs to include sufficient details (such as block and room number in specific Athlete Village and place of training and even the arrival and departure time and dates), so that they can be easily located from the date of the opening of the Village (2nd August 2018) up to and including the date of the Closing Ceremony (2nd September 2018). NOCs should ensure athletes who are part of a registered testing pool realize the importance of full compliance with whereabouts requirements. This information must be provided in electronic format on the designated template in English.(please find the enclosed template)

We kindly ask NOCs to complete the attached whereabouts template for the whole team, whether they are having a completed whereabouts information on ADAMS or not, for practical purposes including the addresses of those athletes staying outside the Athlete Village. Noting that, pursuant to Article (4.8.9) of WADA International Standards for Testing and Investigations, OCA is also entitled to access the whereabouts information of Athletes who are in a Registered Testing and competing during the period of the Asian Games shall.
The completed and updated Whereabouts information template and the rooming lists should be emailed to nadia@ocasia.org and Juliet@ocasia.org.

In event that the Doping Control personnel of the sample collection authority have difficulty locating an athlete selected for testing then OCA will access the Athlete’s Whereabouts Filings through the International Federations or National Anti-Doping Organization that is receiving the Athlete’s Whereabouts Filings. For those athletes not on a whereabouts system (ADAMS), in specific cases, the relevant IF or NADO may be asked to include athletes in their formal whereabouts system.

Form can be downloaded or obtained from the:

• OCA Website: www.ocasia.org.
• Clinics in the Athletes’ Village.
• OCA Medical Committee & Anti-Doping Office in HQ Hotel.

Dr. M. Jegathesan
Chairman,

OCA Medical Committee & Anti-Doping Commission

Copies to://

• Chairman of OCA Medical Committee and Anti-Doping Commission.
• OCA Doping Control Department.